


UP lnternational Rendezuous'96
The conclusion of the 30th anniver-

sary reunion of VP International,

Rendezvous '96, was marked with the

departure of the last maritime patrol air-

craft, rocking its wings at the crowd of
on-lookers as it flew off into the setting

sun.

VP International is an international

brotherhood of flyers who have achieved

more than 2,000 flying hours in mar-

itime patrol aircraft. The VPI

or ganizatron's 30 -year history

traces back to

and the

formation of the "P-

2000 Club." This club was originally

suggested as a fellowship organization of
Royal Canadian Air Forces #407

squadron personnel attached to RCAF

Station Comox in British Columbia,

Canada. The proposed organization was

to have been established for the sole

purpose of providing recognition to

those in the unit who had achieved 2000

flying hours in the RCAF P-2 Neptune,

while also creating an incentive to others

to attain this prestigious goal. The club

soon expanded beyond the 407

Squadron to include all MPA and all

nations.

Today there are approximately 30

VPI chapters or "wings" worldwide with

over 4500 active duty and retired mem-

bers. In fact, during VPI Rendezvous

'96, 30 new members were sworn in, and

within a week after the reunion, another

105 have made application! There were

even a number of senior active duty

members of the organization recognized

for attaining more than 8,760 flying

hours in maritime patrol aircraft. That's

one year's time in the air.

Rendezvous'96 was patronized

by over 600 serving members. Most

were from active duty squadrons from

the United States Nu.ry,Canadian Forces,

French Nury, Royal New Zealand Air
Force, German Nary, Royal Air Force,

Netherlands Nar,y, and Spanish Air
Force. The remaining attendees were

from other MPA related commands and
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activities as well as personnel

exchange programs. A number of
the retired service members also

attended, having traveled long distances

- from as far away as New Zealand, and

many from the United States and Canada.
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soring an ASW exercise. MPA crews

who participated in this international

event had been selected

by competition at their

national level. The

exercise provided

these aircrews the

opportunity to con-

@eSW ope nse$ai#t Qtriet
Canadian diesel submarine in the littoral

environment.

Besides the MPA seminar and the

SUBEX, the schedule included an inter-

national night with food samples from

participating nations, a champagne

brunch and a formal anniversary dinner.

Also enjoyed were a sports day. a static

display of various Maritime Patrol Air-

But the

rendezvous was

more than just a

reunion. It was a forum for the MPA

community to exchange new ideas and

to share information and experiences in

the ever changing world of the post-

Cold War. An MPA seminar was held

with presentations that covered mar-

itime patrol, search and rescue,littoral

ASVV and reports on new sensor system

technology providing enhanced mission

capabilities in the near future.

VPI further supported the MPA

community at Rendezvous '96 by spon-
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craft and industrial displal,s b,v a num-

ber of aerospace, sen-

sor system, training

and oceanographic com-

panies.

A YPI business meeting rvas hosted

by president NIaj. Bert Campbell. Each

of the VPI u,ings gave reports on their

status. Faced with the reality of the

world-wide reduction in flying

time, there \ras a livelv

debate on a sug-

gestion to

lower the required 2000 hours flying

time of regular memberships or con-

versely, to establish "associate member-

ships" with lower hour requirements.

The International MPA Symposium

sponsored by the U. S. Naly and hosted

by Wing [0 Commodore Carman at

NAS Whidbey Island Washington was

announced. Then a discussion

was led by \rPI

founding

member

Col. (Ret.) Herb Smale, in support of a

proposed VP International Memorial

Monument to honor crew members of
land-based maritime patrol aircraft who

have lost their lives in the performance
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was expected to be and more. As a

reunion and as a professional confer-

ence, it served its members well. One

retiree ran into comrades he hadn't

seen in 25

yeafs, and

of their duties. It is estimated that:more

than 200 maritime aircrew have been

killed during MPA operations in the last

30 years. A steering committee was

approved to oversee the project and

acquire funding to produc n'rr' 
.

ment and,dedicate rt by the,fall of 1997

Rendezvous'96 was' evcrphing it,

. ,oaefu hadn',ttalked to in 40! As an

, ,,,.inl ationalmeiting; majupqliqy , , ,r. ,, : 
,

matters were addressed to help guide the

future of the organization, And as for

'' "rn *PAcsmmunity, Rendezvou's'096,,,' :.:,:, :i:t; :.: :

exchange of knowledge and experience

among the patrot.ft4er-niwin';t,e,rd.1,, -.,,,, .,,,',,,

to adapt to the ever increasing Ufa
tasks of the 2lst century.

D,qvto Rn,tor, *
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In Response to one of our readers .,.

)ur review of the
"... I think Yc*-

worldwide communitY is t":'^--.

good and accurate' but ""to":-'
nately incomPlete' The countrY

left out was 'JJ"' 
which =tt:l

oPerates at least three of the

orisinal six P-3F o"::" ', :t -
which two were noted tt1il'..1:-

the same time earlier this Year

ouL of S]n:rraz AB'"

JaaP Dubbeldam'

The Netherlands

On 31 March l975,the first three

P-3Fs departed Moffett Field Calif. for
Iran, with crews comprised of Lockheed

and Iranian Air Force personnel. We

arrived in Bandar Abbas on l0 April
after lengthy stops in McGuire AFB, N.J.

Lajes Field, Azores, RAF Lineham,

Naples and three hours in Tehran for
entry customs.

Our arrival at the Tehran Mirabad

airport was rather exciting. Approxi-

mately ten miles out, Col. Houshmand,

the squadron's commanding officer,

contacted the tower and requested a low

flyby to show off the Air Force's newest

acquisition. He received clearance for

the pass and we approached the airfield i

Major Bardshiry, the Executive Officer I

on the left, and my student and I on the

right. The Iranians were all flying in the

left seat and the Lockheed instructors in

the right. Approximately three miles

out, and with the command to "follow

me", the Colonel went to military power

and dove for the deck. This all hap-

pened so fast that the two wing men

were left far behind trying in vain to

catch their leader. Their total concentra-

tion was on the Colonel's aircraft in
spite of the other traffic in the area. This

tended to create a slisht bit of anxi

Since the time.that the US andlran

s*.iltll$# m, *r,x1:: fl:'ffi, r

sffrufi*uj$lffi

{fl,:i-mffiffilluilloncluslurrD' "".",i *uy n*utt settle,
realize that the ous

so here's our storyl 'ffi

ffi
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among the Lockheed instructors,

especially when the airspeed pointer

approached the V,. needle and the

RAWS warning went off. With one

hand under the yoke and the other

resting on the power levers in the

best traditions of the flight instruc-

tor, I was able to assist the student

with a reduction in porver and also

in arresting our descent. Relief was

only momentary, hortever. The

flight path of our "almost forma-

tion", put the colonel down the cen-

ter of the airport while Major Bard-

shiry's aircraft buzzedthe Air Force

F-4 ramp. My aircraft was lined up

directlv rvith the civil ramp in front
of the main passenger terminal. I
don't think the passengers walking

out to their planes saw us coming,

but I suspect they were diving for
cover as we passed overhead.

After thrilling our unsuspect-

ing audience, things got even better.

What began as a dot on the far side

of the terminal at our altitude,

rapidly became a helicopter that just

happened to be hovering directly in

our path. This did nothing to

lessen my personal anxiety level. I
issued my first in-country "I've got

it'lyanked back on the yoke, suc-

cessfully avoiding the little guy, and

seized the opportunity to review the

instructor/student relationship. I
don't know what happened to the

helo as we overflew it, but I imagine

the pilot's life became very interest-

ing for a few moments. Like us, he

\\,on't forget the day the P-3Fs

arrived in Tehran.

For those of us who like flying

low over the water, the flight opera-

tions out of Bandar Abbas were

simply great! You take off over the

beach,level off at200 feet and

TheP-SFProgram
nv D,qvto Rn,son

ln the continuing development of the P-3 Orion by Lockheed, there

have been many "firsts" and many derivatives produced. But when lran
placed an order for six P-3c orions in early lgrg,little did anyone know

that these six aircraft would establish a number of production firsts,

including a new derivative variant model and later, generate one of the

most interesting stories about the orion - full of twists and intrigue.

It all began back in 1973, when the lmperial lranian Air Force made

a request for six P-3C orions and became the first foreign operator of

the P-3C. The llAF was in the middle of a modernization program to

equip its Air Force with the most modern aircraft available. Besides the

Orion, the llAF had also ordered and subsequently received high-tech

aircraft such as F-1 ATomcats, F-4 Phantom attack planes, and Boeing

707 air-lo-air refueling tankers as well as various types of helicopters.

ln the beginning, the lranian Orions were to have been utilized for

typical maritime patrol operations such as long range surface surveil-

lance and ASW, But right from the start, the US Navy refused to let lran

have the sophisticated systems of the P-3C and any of those systems

being developed for the update I program. There was some discussion

for a while that the Orion aircraft would be delivered without avionics.

But in the end, the decision was made to provide the aircraft with the

search capabilities of the P-3A/B orion - save for the inclusion of an

APS-115 search radar, LTN-51 inertial navigation system, ARN-84

TACAN and APN-153 Doppler, as well as a surveillance camera, fit
common to the P-3C NUD. The airframe itself was a P-gC on the out-

,{r,tsr:;i,lir I5 1.,.,,';
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spend the next five to seven hours rig-

ging everlthing in the Persian Gulf.

Thnkers, freighters, fishing boats, oil

platforms and whale sharks all received

their appropriate amount of attention.

The only threat we had at the time was

from the many sea birds that inhabited

the area. On one occasion, we took a

healthy hit squarely in the radome. The

hit pushed the center of the radome

backwards into the antenna which

conducted over the water for two rea-

sons. During the summer (which

seemed like most of the year) the haze

level over the land would exceed 21,000

feet. Visibility in the haze was usually

between one to three miles making it
undesirable to conduct pilot/flight engi-

neer training, as was the turbulence

caused by the uneven orographic heat-

ing. Temperatures would occasionally

exceed 120 degrees over land. Flight

ancient Persian bird, and that the Shah's

wife, Farah, had been the one to suggest

the name, only several years before the

P-3F program began.

The new group of Air Force special-

ists had their own distinctive ranking

structure that somewhat paralleled the

regular officers except they wore one to

four large bars on their shoulders to

show rank, with four bars being senior.

Each of the tour bar 1er-els 1-rad sub-levels

to furthel delineate senioritv as it
equates to tl-re standard ottlcer rank

structure. A junior one bat Homafar

might be srmilar to a \\arrant Otficer,

rvhile a senior fbur bar might be equiva-

lent to a colonel.

Surveillance missions \vere consid-

ered as being training tiights" As such,

the Iranian pilots flerv in the left seat.

Returning from a surveillance mission

one day, we noticed that the entire east

end of the Persian Gulf was completely

covered by clouds. Beneath the cloud

layer, it was extremely clear, with visibili-

'€.l#s;
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resulted in a terrible grinding noise, fol-

lowed by electrical fumes in the flight

station, the snap of a popping circuit

breaker and a scream from the radar

operator. Needless to say that strike

ruined our mission so we headed home

to show off our battle damage to our

totally understanding maintenance

team. The antenna turned out to be OK

after all; the radome was probably the

worst damage suffered by our aircraft

from other flying obstacles. We experi-

enced many bird strikes during our

flights over the Persian Gulf.

A majority of training flights were

r .':'t .l I',J',,-ii:
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conditions, especially for training, were

usually much better over the water.

The P-3F squadron was manned

entirely by Iranian Air Force personnel.

Although it may have been planned ini-

tially to augment the Iranian flight crews

with Iranian Nar,y personnel, it never

happened. The pilots, navigators and

tactical coordinators were regular IIAF

officers with a rank structure exactly like

that of the U. S. Air Force. The avionics

crewmen, and a majority of the flight

engineers, were called "Homafars", or

IIAF technical specialist officers. We

were told that a "Homafar" was an

lir,rir()ii.." jr I 6 1.,,



ty in excess of 20 miles. The Iranian

shoreline, the coastal islands and the

bases of all of the mountains in the

vicinity could be easily seen. We

climbed from rigging altitude to 400 feet

as we approached the coast south of
Bandar Abbas, and called the tower for
clearance to enter downwind. The tower

cleared us for downwind, stated that

there was no other traffic in the area,

and reported the ceiling at 800 feet.

Crossing the beach heading for a

downwind, the student began to climb.

Passing six hundred feet, I asked him
where was he going and he told me that

he was climbing to one thousand feet. I
asked why, and he said that was the nor-
mal altitude for the downwind leg. I
instructed him to level off and fly down-

wind at700 feet. I explained that it
would be better if we remained VMC in
the VFR traffic pattern. He said that 700

feet was not the proper VFR pattern alti-

tude and I admitted that yes, he was cor-

rect, however things are a little different

than normal and I was willing to bet

that the plane could fly downwind quite

well at 700 feet. My next direction really

had him doubting my sanity. I told him
to not start his descent when turning off
the 180, but wait until we intercepted

the normal visual glide path. Somehow I
could tell that he was having trouble

understanding all of these radical

changes, so I coached him through the

process step-by-step. After reaching the

point where 700 feet meets the normal

glide path, we began our descent and,

from that point forward, everything

went normally.

The very next week I was with the

same student, returning from a mission

over the gulf. The weather over the

water was beautiful, "CAVU to the

moon" as they say. However, over the

land there was a dust storm and from

side including the underbelly

sonobuoy chutes, but the interior

arrangement was more a combina-

tion of the P-3A, B and C. There

was the P-3A/B side-by-side tactical

work stations for the acoustic sensor

operator, TACCO and Sensor #3

operator with the navigator's position

located in the P-3C's forward TACCO

position (port side) and the radio

operator-communications suite

across the aisle on the starboard

side. This unique configuration,

spawned the need for a new model

designation. The next letter available

on the model / class list was F ,

hence the P-3F Orion was born.

There has been a rumor associ-

ated with the P-3F over the years,

suggesting that the

aircraft had in{light
refueling recepta-

cles installed in
production.

Despite previously

published

accounts, the P-3F

Orions were never

equipped with an IFR capability. The

US Navy didn't even begin to con-

duct in-flight refueling proximity test

until 1979, let alone have this capa-

bility installed in lranian P-3F in

1974-75. There may have been

some discussion on the matter dur-

ing the program or potentially initial

requirements established by the llAF,

but the fact remains that the aircraft

were not equipped with lFR.

lran's strategic maritime patrol

operational capability was of less

interest to the US Navy than the

country's location, right in the center

of the Middle East, lran is bordered

on the west by lraq and Turkey as

well as SaudiArabia across the Per-

sian Gulf and Oman is separated by

the Gulf of Oman. To the north is the

former Soviet Union, with Afghanistan

and Pakistan to the east. To the

south lies the Arabian Sea and the

vastness of the lndian Ocean.

lran's strategic location could

provide the US Navy a new opera-

tional Orion-compatible base in the

Middle East from which to launch

operations into the Persian Gulf,

Arabian Sea, and lndian Ocean. lt

wasn't too long after the first P-3Fs

arrived in lran that the tempo of US

Navy operations increased at Bandar

Abbas, where the P-3F training took

place.

The lranian Orion program was

also important to

Lockheed, who

was contracted to

provide flight train-

ing, ground main-

tenance training,

and logistical ser-

vices to the pro-

gram in-country. Approximately 80

Lockheed instructors, technicians

and maintenance personnel, along

with families, moved to Bandar

Abbas. lt became the largest and

most extensive support effort with a

foreign customer that the company

ever undertook. There was also an

early indication that more Orion air-

craft would eventually be ordered by

the llAF, so the establishment of a

solid support program was a sensible

investment.

By February 1975, the first P-

3Fs were delivered to NAS Moffett

Field where VP-31 was in the

process of training lranian Orion

Arrsirli,r,r 17 Lrx;



the surface to around 3,000 feet, visibili-

ty was literally down to nothing. As we

approach the beach the student leveled

off at 700 feet and prepared to penetrate

the wall of dust. We couldn't see any

terrain features so I don't know how he

expected to find a VFR downwind posi-

tion,let alone a runway. I strongly sug-

gested a quick climb to 4,000 feet, and

then to level off and orbit the area until
the storm subsided. When I asked the

student why he went to 700 feet, he

replied that it had worked quite well the

week before. Our delay gave us ample

time for a discussion on adaptation to

environmental changes as it relates to

flying.

During the walk from the line to

the hangar, I asked my student if he had

benefitted from our experience that day.

He admitted that he indeed had. But his

"parting shot" to me, was that it would

be much easier for a student to learn if
the instructor would not change every-

thing so often!

Except for the haze in the air, the

weather at Bandar Abbas was usually

free of clouds during the summer

months. It was, therefore, difficult to get

any actual IFR practice and we had to

resort to trusting the student to not look

outside the aircraft during simulated

rl 1' f
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instrument training. As winter

approached, clouds began to appear

more and more frequently and instru-

ment flying in actual IMC became the

rule, rather than the exception. We

could tell at that point, if the students

had gained anything from their Summer

practice.

Returning from a training flight one

afternoon in early winter, the field was

IFR. The ceiling \,vas reported at 400

feet requiring an instrument approach.

The student was doing a creditable job

on the approach as we had made it to

final without any errors - he was really

concentrating! We broke out of the

clouds at 400 feet and I noticed the stu-

dent's eyes were now more outside than

in, without having been told to go visu-

al. I wasn't going to say anything until

we reached 200 feet. The final transition

to visual occurred at about 250 feet

when, with great reliel he shifted his

entire attention to the ground ahead.

He had the strip of concrete ahead lined

up perfectly and was almost going to call

for land flaps when I said "take it
around!" The slight tinge of irritation

that registered in his face, having been

called off a successful approach at the

very last moment, increased when I

asked the question "Where's the run-

way?" He defiantly pointed over the

nose of the aircraft and said "Right

therel" I tried mybest to prevent a sar-

castic tone in my next question, "What is

that over there?" (pointing to the left of

the nose). It was indeed, the real run-

\\'a)'; \ve had lined up on the taxiway

The Lockheed maintenance instruc-

tor gloup initially performed all aircraft

maintenance, using OJT to bring their

Iranian counterparts up to speed. The

maintenance capability that existed at

the Bandar Abbas Air Base spanned all

the rr'av tiom operational level through

some aspects of depot level. This

alloired the P-3Fs to be almost com-

pletelv independent of external assis-

tance, Lockheed provided specialists in

a1l r-rraintenalnce trelds resulting in a

quasi-Nan' maintenance department

complete rrith a supplrTmaterial section

and maintenance control coupled with a

Nan'AIIID, as rrell as an Air Force

maintenance squadrott. As a majority of

the Lockheed personnel rrere ex-Nar,ry,

and the IIAF Maintenance Squadron

was organized along the lines of the U.S.

Air Force, there were some initial differ-

ences that had to be, and eventually

were, worked out. The IIAF assumed

total responsibility for their ort'n mainte-

nance by the middle of 1977, rvith Lock-

heed personnel acting mainh'as

observers.

Living conditions in the Bandar

Abbas area definitelv appealed to one's

pioneer spirit. Although the Iranian

equivalent to the charnber of commerce

billed Bandar Abbas as the "Miami of

the Middle East'l the only similarity was

sand. There u,ere all kinds of strange

things in the water like sharks and sea

snakes, and the beach itself was egg lay-

ing ground for large sea turtles who pre-

ferred that you not be there.

Dealing with the locals was always

lots of fun. Their ways are very much

..iriijj( )ii.'ir 1 8 i,r,



Continued from page 19

distinctive camo paint scheme that has become synonymous

with the P-3F. The camo paint scheme proved to be very

effective. During the P-3F s training flights. At NAS Moffett

Field, the control tower had a difficult time maintaining visual

contact with the P-3Fs in the traffic pattern. Constant radio

contact between the aircraft and the tower was necessary for

position conformation.

After delivery to lran in April 1975, the Lockheed training

schedule began. Occasionally, the aircraft would be utilized

operationally, taking off and heading out over the Arabian Sea

and southeast over the Gulf of Oman or northwest across the

Persian Gulf to accomplish some mysterious mission.

By 1977, the llAF had begun negotiations toward the pur-

chase of 12 more P-3C baseline airframes to increase its

Orion fleet to 18. Three aircraft were actually ordered during

this time frame. But tensions within lran began to grow. lran

was a predominantly traditional Moslem state and the Shah,

their imperial leader, had been making many western style

changes. Religious factions began to gain more and more

power. By the fall of 1979, the situation came to a head with

the instigation of an lslamic Revolution to overthrow the Shah

of lran. The Shah fled the country and the lslamic Revolu-

tionary council took over governing the country. Relations

between lran and the U. S. soon broke down with the eventu-

al taking of American hostages at the American Embassy in

Tehran.

During this time, all contact with the lranian Orions was

lost. A series of economic and military embargoes were imple-

mented, isolating lran from the logistical supply of parts nec-

essary to keep the P-3Fs flying.

Many changes occurred during this period. The lmperial

lranian Air Force gave way to become the lslamic Revolution-

ary Air Force and the P-3F operations were moved from Ban-

dar Abbas to the tactical air base at Shiraz.

While at Shiraz, a P-3F crashed on '15 February 1985.

This particular aircraft, BUNO 159343, had the distinction of

being the only P-3F to have been modified by the US Navy

and Lockheed with a Harpoon anti-ship missile capability.

This crash decreased the number of available and flyable air-

craft to five. For the next several years, no fewer than one or

two P-3Fs were ever seen flying at any one time, The belief

was that the other aircraft were used for parts. But recent

intelligence reports have now indicated that after 1988, sever-

al P-3Fs were seen flying during the war between lran and

lraq. lt is rumored that a source of spare parts may have

been provided during the lran/Contra incident.

During the more recent Gulf War, two lranian Orions

were seen flying in the Persian Gulf. Only one has been

seen flying since then. lt is possible that the end of P-3F

operations may be at hand. As recently as 1993, lran bought

five Dornier maritime patrol aircraft from Germany. There is

also information to suggest that lran plans to produce more of

these aircraft for the lranian IRAF domestically, in its aircraft

production facilities. lf so, the remaining P-3Fs could be with-

drawn from service and thus bring to an end twenty years of

servrce.
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about everything. And, it coats the air-

frame like paint. It seems like the dust

in that area has such an extreme attrac-

tion to airplanes, that unbelievable accu-

mulations are possible. During the first

several months of operations in Bandar

Abbas, there was no means to wash the

aircraft, as the local water was totally

unsuitable. The aircraft began to change

color from tie-dyed blue to tan, and

later, orange brown.

On several occasions, during

famrliarrzation flight stall prac- ,;

tice, an aircraft would begin to .*
stall two to three knots faster -H

than predicted. This indicated

either an airspeed error, or an x
increase in drag and/or gross

weight Calibration of the air-

speed indicating system elimi-

nated that as a possibility, and

there had been nothing added

to the aircraft to account for a

weight or drag increase, except -
dirt! This proved to be the culprit

when stall speeds returned to normal

after the planes were washed. Even

engine performance had begun to be

affected. A periodic washing program

was initiated requiring the aircraft to be

flown to Shiraz, where the water quality

was acceptable. When the wash rack

schedule conflicted with the C-130s that

were resident at the Shiraz Air Base, the

P-3s went to Vadati Air Base, near the

town of Dezful on the border with Iraq.

The water was even better there,

although the location close to Iraq was

not. Relations between the two coun-

tries was not good, even then. A "ready

alert" posture was always in effect at that

base except during lunch.

The first indication that dust was a

problem occurred earlier in the pro-

gram. Dust just seemed to love the air-

planes. It coated them like paint and

made the windshields something other

than transparent. To make matters even

more interesting, no one at Bandar

Abbas was assigned the task of washing

windshields. A line crew was non-exis-

tent, and as all of the flight crew mem-

bers were officers, they were not going to

wash windshields. Soon, flying became

like driving through Los Angeles during

a third stage smog alert. Considerable

discussions with the IIAF on this issue

resulted in a

Iilustration b,v Tery Honrslty

promise by the Lockheed instructors to

ground the airplanes due to some

strange desire to be able to see the out-

side world. In all honesty, it had become

an unsafe operation to even try to taxi,

let alone fly. Finally a solution was

reached. A group of local civilians was

hired to come on the base several times

a week and wash P-3F windshields.

These fellows appeared to take pride in

their work, although it took more time

to wash a windshield than what we were

used to. Still, they were now being

cleaned, allowing us to taxi and flyVFR
for a change.

I was witness to one instance where

a windshield washer solicited an opinion
from one of our instructors on how well

he had cleaned the windshield. I was

standing at the door to the flight station

as the Lockheed instructor flight engi-

neer, a retired CPO, was briefing a stu-

dent. He was distracted by tapping on

the windshield. The civilian washer was

attempting to get his attention to check

on just how good the cleaning job was.

(This American was obviously in charge

of the airplane at that time.) The

instructor looked at the windshield, then

at the man, and gave the him the sign we

consider as being universal for approval

- the old "thumbs-up'l The washer's

eyes opened wide, his face regis-

tered shock, and he fell back-

wards off of the ladder. We later

found out that particular sign, the

"thumbs-up", meant something

entirely different there - it was

among the highest of insults.

Another example of the problems

we encountered n ith a student crew

made up entirely by officers, was

the matter of what happened to the

contents of the receptacles in the

head after the flight. The toilet was not

the problem as the rule, "you use it, you

empty it" had been initiated from the

outset. The problem was with the fluid

container that everyone used during

flight. Who was going to empty that?

The officers were not going to take care

of it, there was no one in the mainte-

nance squadron who was going to take

care of it, and no senior officer was

going to order someone to take action -
it would be an insult and the person so

ordered would loose face! On several

occasions, I walked aboard an aircraft

that had sat through a hot night without

the fluid canister being emptied - and

walked right back offl Once again the

Lockheed instructors had to explain the

facts of life, namely that unless the prob-

lem was solved, the planes would not fly!

\
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Shortly thereafter, one of the Iran-
ian crew men came up with a brilliant
answer. Very simple really. Thke a sec-

tion of rubber tubing on the flight, and,

during the descent, prior to final land-
ing, hold one end to the head vent and

the other into the urinal canister. The

container is successfully drained while
in the air and nobody has to worry
about the unsavory duty of emptying it
when back on the ground. These inge-

nious chaps decided to keep this proce-

dure a secret, probably as a joke to their
fellorv squadron mates on other crews

who u,ere busily trying their own solu-

tion to this messy problem, and partic-
ularly to those crazy instructors who
had caused this flap in the first place.

Just let everyone think that the problem

was being taken care of, and all is now
well. It wasn't until the third or forth
flight where the crew was using this
new procedure, that it became public
knowledge. A TACCO instructor hap-

pened to be passing the head, while the

operation rvas in progress. He reported

it to the flight engineer and pilot who
in turn passed it on to maintenance

control. No\\,, it turns out that there

was one small problem u.ith the opera-

tion. Uric acid does nothing to assist

the longevitv of metallic portions of the

aircraft, especiallv the horizontal stabi-

lizer, elevator, and r.ertical stabilizer and

rudder. Those are exactly the areas that
become saturated rvhen liquid is

siphoned out through the head vent.

The Lockheed Chief of Maintenance

went completely ballistic when he

learned of what was going on and,

needless to say, killed that practice

immediately. I believe that it was not
too long afterward that a permanent

remedy was instituted and several of
the air crewmen were given an oppor-
tunity to participate in some aircraft

washing activities.

In early November, l976,the Shah

directed that every atcraftin his mili-
tary would participate in a armed forces

review in Tehran on 12 December. As I
had some experience in formation fly-
ing, I received the dubious honor of
instructing formation flight to our IIAF
students and refreshing our Lockheed

instructors. We practiced for a month

until that day when we flew all six P-3Fs

in the review. From his reaction as seen

on TV the Shah was definitely pleased

with our showing.

Out of a fantasy short story written
by one of our maintenance instructors,

Mike Diacin, grer,v the "Dragon Masters

of Lockinheed." Mike was an obvious

fan of fantasy and science fiction, and in
his bizarre way, he was simply asking for
vacation. His story was about a barbar-

ian warrior (himself), who had become

very homesick living in a foreign land
(Iran), taking care of Dragons (P-3Fs).

A11 of the main characters in his yarn
represented actual people, both Lock-
heed and IIAF, who were in Bandar

Abbas. The tale made such a hit among

the Lockheed personnel that he was

encouraged to produce others after his

return from vacation. Through

his stories an entire

mythology was created

in which Dragon

tribulations in a humorous light as were

the activities and antics of these Dragon

Lords and Masters. Where did these

Dragon personnel come from? They

came from a place called "Lockinheed",

by the "banks of the river Burr" (Bur-

bank?).

These sagas provided a boost to the

morale of our people, who had been

existing for a long time under fairly

arduous conditions. In short order they

became the symbol of the Lockheed P-

3F Bandar Abbas cadre. When manage-

ment became aware of this they

approved and adopted the symbol.

Soon Lockinheed Dragon Master patch-

es and certificates began to appear. They

are now a collector's item.

I departed Bandar Abbas on 7

December, 1977 after 33 months on the

program. It wasn't long before all of the

less favorable memories faded and only

the good ones remained. Even the really

bad ones now seem humorous. There

are so many stories from that period and

only a few are related here. I am certain

that there are many other episodes (of
which I am not aware) about things that

happened to the other instructors. We

all agreed at the time that if
these anecdotes ever got out,

no one would believe them.

In summary, the P-3F

program was a "happen-

ing" that few people

have the chance tct

include in their lives. I
am very huppy that I
was able to experience

it in mine! *

About the Author:
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system while the
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Vic Ehlers was with Lockheed Military

Flight Operations for more than 16 years

as a P-3 test pilot and instructor pilot.

Almost seyen years were spent oyerseas

trainingforeign pilots as part ofthe

Iranian P-iF, Canadian CP-140

and Portuguese P-jP programs.
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In the years since the demise of the

former Soviet Union and the evolution of
the P-3 Orion's principle mission of ASW

to that of maritime patrol, the P-3 has

accumulated a number of additional mis-

sion taskings including UN/NATO

embargo enforcement, maritime surveil-

lance and intelligence as well as more

non-traditional roles of counter-narcotics

and special operations such as jump-

trammg support.

The latest evolution for Orion

missions, demonstrates once again

the multi-mission versatility of the

P-3 by providing surveillance intelli-

gence to U.S. Nury and NATO oper-

ations worldwide. The newest mis-

sion being added to the ever growing

list is overland surveillance. In this

role, the Orion provides real time

images to command headquarters.

The overland mission is a strategic

surveillance role that utilizes both existing

and newly installed non-acoustic sensors

aboard USN fleet Orions to gather intelli-

gence data. The sensors employed the

aircraft's Inverse Synthetic Aperture

Radar (ISAR), it's Infrared Detecting Set

(IRDS) and the Orion's newest sensor,

the electro-optical system or EOS.

Electro-optical systems are stabilized

airborne surveillance systems that pro-

vide high-resolution video imagery. They

have the capability to detect and monitor
objects during the day, in clear to light
hazy conditions and at night from dusk

to evenings, with a quarter to full moon

illumination - well outside the range of
hostile air defenses. The imagery can be

recorded on tape aboard the aircraft or

digitally transmitted back to command

centers as it happens via line-of-sight tac-

tical link networks (radios) or by satellite

communications systems.

This ability to provide immediate

intelligence to the battle group comman-

ders on the ground, speeds up reaction

time. It eliminates the subjective intelli-

gence information of voice reports based

on the interpretation of various onboard

sensors and offers faster, accurate, more

concrete data. Because the images are

current and accurate they are pictures
"worth more than a thousand words."

Ranger rescue.

The overland mission today is cen-

tered over the republics of the former

Yugoslavia. Images are relayed to UN

Commanders in Sarajevo and NAIO
Commanders in Naples,Italy. During the

conflict, overland P-3s were tasked with
monitoring various troop movements

within Bosnia, locating artillery emplace-

ments and pinpointing other military tar-

gets in support of UN/NATO air strikes.

The aircraft also provided battle damage

assessments (BDA) after those strikes as

well as conducting Adriatic Sea coastal

patrol flights, monitoring the activities of
coastal combatants and peering into local

seaports for evidence of embargo viola-

tions.

It was a Nar,y P-3 that located where

a Bosnian shell was fired from during an

artillery attack on a Sarajevo market

place. The information was immediately

passed to UN commanders who con-

demned the attack and can use the evi-

dence collected for any eventual war

crimes tribunal. This is not the first time

that P-3s have ventured over land. In

1991 in the Gulf War with Iraq, special P-

3s equipped with EOS systems flew over-

land surveillance missions to define the

threat posed by the Iraqi's air defense

systems. Late\ the P-3s provided real-

time BDA on inland and coastal targets.

The overland mission took on added

dimension in Somalia (1994),when over-

land P-3 provided real-time imagery

transmission of the U.S. Marine

landings. Each phase of the opera-

tion was watched by task force com-

manders as it happened. Later the

aircraft were utilized to locate and

track the Somali warlord General

Hadid throughout the city of
Mogadishu. The unique capabilities

of the overland P-3s were further

demonstrated by capturing imagery

of the U. S. Army's Ranger Rescue

operation, as it happened.

Again in 1994, during operations in

Rwanda, the special EOS P-3s provided

non-military assistance to humanitarian

relief aid organizations by locating and

monitoring refugee camps in neighboring

countries. This overland humanitarian

operation later incorporated intelligence

gathering flights on the warring tribes in

Rwanda, due to fears that the tribes that

initiated the civil war there would attack

refugees returning to their homes.

At the same time, the special EOS P-

3s were flying overland in Rwanda, other

EOS equipped P-3s were supporting

Caribbean based battle groups, gathering

pre-invasion intelligence of Haiti during

the crisis there in 1994-95. Although

there wasn't any invasion of Haiti and the

incident was resolved diplomatically, the

UN peacekeepers and US troops coming

ashore to restore democrary to the Carib-

bean nation could not have properly

done so, without the intelligence collected

by the overland P-3. The overland P-3
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went on to support the peace keeping

troops on the ground in Haiti.

Another recent development is the

P-3 support of Marine amphibious

the same information through the long-

range lens of the electro-optical systems.

There is even data to suggest that elimi-

nating the need to rig ships saves consid-

erable amounts of fuel.

level video technology. It was initially

designed as a ground based system used

to support various rolling airframe mis-

sile tests, close-in weapons tests, Seaspar-

row and Sidewinder, Harpoon, and Tom-

assault exercises. They have been provid-

ing the task force commander with beach

reconnaissance prior to amphibious

assaults and real-time surveillance of the

Marine landings in numerous exercises

from the east coast of the United States to

locations in Spain, Thnisia and Sardinia.

The new overland mission of the P-3

Orion is a natural extension of the capa-

bilities inherent in the aircraft. The addi-

tion of the electro-optical systems

onboard enhances existing ASW ASUW,

SAR and coastal surveillance missions.

Even the Sharp Guard operation, sup-

porting sanctions against the former

republics of Yugoslavia, have been

enhanced by the advent of EOS units into

the aircraft. Sharp Guard operated out of
the Naval Air Station Sigonella and moni-

tored all surface traffic within the Adriatic

Sea, with special attention to coastal sea-

ports.

Instead of constantly changing alti-

tudes to rig ships - the process bywhich

an aircraft descends to near sea level to

note identifyrrg characteristics, name and

registry of vessels - the Orions with EOS

remain at comfortable altitudes collecting

Rwanda refugees.

Electro-Optical Systems
Developrment

Although the P-3 overland surveil-

lance mission is made possible through

the employrnent of a variety of non-

acoustic sensors aboard the aircraft, its

the utilization of electro-optical systems

that is synonymous with this new mis-

sion. Electro-optical systems have been

around for years, since the 1970's when

the Pacific Missile Test Center (now

NAWC-WD Point Mugu) developed an

EOS program to improve their air-to-air

photographic systems to capture imagery

of missile tests. At the time, conventional

ground-based equipment could not pho-

tograph these tests far out to sea, at high

altitudes or over the large expanse of test

range areas. Normal photographic sys-

tems were also insufficient at tracking test

objects moving at great speeds and were

further effected by such limitation as safe-

ty concerns.

In1975, PMTC produced an EOS

system called Cast Glance. Cast Glance

was designed as a flexible tracking sptem

that combined the best gro-stabilized

mirror engineering with that of low light

aharvk missile launches and impact trials.

The EOS system also provided imagery

support to USAF satellite and MX missile

Iaunches at Vandenberg AFB. Cast

Glance formed the basis of other EOS

systems that are now utilized on LST sur-

face vessels and submarines integrated

through their periscopes.

But it was on April 2,1979 that

PMTC first took electro-optical systems

into the air. An EOS system known as

Cast Glance II was flight tested aboard a

PMTC EP-3A Orion. The system was

developed specifically for airborne optical

range surveillance, engineering data

acquisition and documentation coverage

of aerial and ground target tests.

Cast Glance II was built very sturdily

with gyro-stabilized optics and a gimbal

mirror assembly. Other components

include a 80 inch focal length telescope,

video camera assembly, video recorders

and various track handle selector controls

to operate the unit. An acquisition sight

mounted in the pilot's portside cockpit

window,linked to the targeting control

mechanism on the system located in the

back of the aircraft.
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Cast Glance systems have also been

utilized by the U. S. Air Force onboard C-

130 Hercules, RC-135 and KC-135 air-

craft as well as various military heli-

copters and chase jets. The PMTC EOS

division has since improved Cast Glance,

developing an enhanced electro-optical

system called Cast Eyes.

Cast Eyes was the system, that in

1990, caught the eye of a young Narry

commander assigned as operations offi-
cer to the staff of COMPATWING-

SLANT. Now Captain ]ohn D. Roberts

envisioned the utilization of electro-opti-

cal systems by maritime patrol P-3 Ori-
ons. He was instrumental in borrowing a

hybrid Cast Eyes unit from NAWC

Point Mugu and with the coopera-

tion of Commander Thsk Force Four

in KeyWest, Fla. installed the EOS

system aboard aVP-11 P-3C and

deployed the aircraft for operational

testing. This included the counter

narcotics surveillance mission. The

system was nicknamed Forecast, a

metaphor for the potential use of
EOS systems in maritime patrol

environment in the future.

The Cast Eyes system is cur-

rently being utilized by NAWC-AD Point

Mugu onboard their range NP-3D Ori-
ons. The aircraft are configured to house

the EOS systems in both the for-

ward and aft starboard observer sta-

tions. It was a NAWC Point Mugu

Orion equipped with CAST EYES

that caught footage of the 1986

Space Shuttle Challenger explosion.

It assisted in locating wreckage of
the spacecraft after the disaster.

Point Mugu Orions often supported

Space Shuttle launches, tracking the

solid rocket boosters after they

departed the spacecraft.

Having successfully proven the

unique capabilities of electro-optical sys-

tems in the MPA role, the Cast Eyes /
Forecast evaluation lead to greater inter-

Haiti - port scene

est among NAVAIR program offices. The

most interested was the counter narcotics

program, who had recently been autho-

rized funds to acquire new surveil-

lance sensors to give the fleet P-3C

an air-to-surface anti-drug surveil-

lance capability. The capabilities of
an electro-optical system provided

the means to fulfill those require-

ments and newly proposed require-

ments adding a air-to-air intercept

capability to the aircraft. It was

under this marrying of counter

narcotics requirements that the P-3

Counter Drug Update program was

formed and with it the establish-

ment of further develop-ment of
electro-optical system for the Orion.

Marinelanding

In l992,the then Naval Air Develop-

ment Center (NADC) in Warrninster,

Pennsylvania began engineering the com-

ponent package for the Counter

Drug Update program. It would

include devising an improved elec-

tro-optical system to the Cast Eyes /
Forecast unit. NADC chose to devel-

op a scaled down version of an elec-

tro optical system it had produced in

the early 1980's called TOSS or Thcti-

cal Optical Surveillance System. The

new system, dubbed mini-TOSS, was

combined with a fire control radar

and dual communications system to

form a quick- installation (roll-on /
roll-off) package, which would form the

heart of the update. The system was com-

prised of an operator station located at

the starboard side aft observer station

with an optical sub-system located in the

TACCO station window flat modified for

optical quality. After installation of this

prototype, the mini-TOSS label was

replaced with the new moniker of Cluster

Ranger.

Cluster Ranger, now a component of
CDU, was deployed to the Caribbean to

begin operational testing in the counter

narcotics role which included locating

and tracking suspected drug smuggling

aircraft, locating and monitoring suspect-

ed surface vessels and conducting long-

range standoff overland surveillance for a
Battle damage assessment - Bosnia
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number of government agencies involved

in the drug war.

Besides being a major component of

the CDU program, this prototype EOS

system was simultaneously the opera-

tional electro-optical system for fleet

MPA P-3 Orions. By mid 1993, funding

for additional EOS systems was in

progress. It wasn't until the announce-

ment of the Nar,y's proposed Anti-Sur-

face Warfare Improvement Program or

AIP that the new Cluster Ranger electro-

optical system could find the funding it
needed.

acquired with additional units to be pur-

chased as modifications get underway.

As for the CDU program, produc-

tion of some 18 kits started in January of
1995 with the first production AVX-1

Cluster Ranger system installed in a fleet

P-3 during October 1995. Even before it

had a chance of completing its opera-

tional evaluation, the prototpe / CDU

Cluster Ranger system was diverted from

its counter-narcotics mission out of
Panama and deployed to Puerto Rico and

Cuba to provide pre-invasion intelligence

gathering support to the UN's on-going

Support Democracy operations in Haiti.

The RAF is tentatively describing the sen-

sor as a Electro-Optical Search and

Detection System or EOSDS. Canada is

another P-3 operator establishing

requirements for an electro-optical sys-

tem as part of its Aurora Life Extension

Project. The ALEP upgrade program

seeks to replace the CP- 140 Aurora's

existing OR-5008/AA forward looking

infrared system with that of a multi-sen-

sor electro-optical suite consisting of an

improved FLIR,low light level television

(LLLf\r) and a laser illuminator for active

gated T\i The EOS system hopes to be

an integrated one with the optical sub-

The AIP program's goal is to

improve the anti-surface warfare capabili-

ty of existing fleet P-3C Update III's and

includes the incorporation of the Cluster

Ranger into the aircraft. Under AIP, Clus-

ter Ranger's operators station is fitted into

the starboard side aft observers station

with the optical sub-system installed in to

the TACCO station modified window

and the addition of a defrosting device.

The system also includes a target acquisi-

tion sight fbr the cockpit.

Of the 64 fleet P-3C Update III Ori-

ons to be modified under AIP, all the air-

craft will be provisioned for the roll-on /

roll-off Cluster Ranger system, recently

designated AVX-1. Current AIP funding

allows for 32 electro-optical units to be

In search of Somalian Warlord General Adid

Electro-optical systems are fast

becoming a mainstay of future MPA

Operations. Potential P-3 operators are

looking at EOS systems as part of future

upgrades and the Orion 2000, has provi-

sions for the new non-acoustic EOS sen-

sor, with its open architecture. The pro-

posed layout includes a Cluster Ranger

operator station located in the portside

side aft operator's station (just aft of the

main cabin door) with the optical sub-

system placed forward of the wing in the

new portside observer station window.

In the currently on-going search for

a replacement MPA aircraft, the United

Kingdom has identified a requirement for

an electro-optical system with long-range

identification and stand-off capabilities.

systems housed in a ball-turret pod simi-

lar to the aircraft's existing FLIR pod.

Electro-optical systems are just now

beginning to demonstrate their capabili-

ties in service with US Customs. The

Customs Airborne Stand-Off Surveillance

System or CASOSS, is a production Clus-

ter Ranger EOS system employed in the

counter-narcotics role aboard USCS P-3A

slick Orions. The US Coast Guard is also

rrying for EOS systems, to aid in their

search and rescue operations.

The other aspect of the P-3's over-

land surveillance capabiliry encompasses

the down-link transmission of EOS

imagery to ground based battle group

commanders. There are currently two

devices that are used to transmit and



receive EOS imagery from P-3s. The first is

the Phototelesis, an off-the-shelf digital lap-

top transmission system capable of sending

still video imagery over standard P-3 Orion

radio link nets. The technology is likened to

a fax machine, originally developed for the

drug enforcement agency. This airborne

surveillance s1r51s, rvas called SIDS-RIT,

short for Secondary Imaging Dissemination

System-Remote Imaging Tiansceiver. The

Phototelesis system rvas also a component in

another airborne surveillance system uti-
lized by S-3 \riking aircraft employed in

counter narcotics missions. Known as

TADCS for the Thctical Airborne Digital

Camera S1,stem, the standofftactical surveil-

lance s1,51sm comprised of a digital camera,

the laptop Phototelesis transceiver and an

antenna fitted into the aircraft's sonobuoy

tubes.

The second transceir.er for electro-opti-

cal systems is called Pioneer. Pioneer is a

digital video dou,,nlink svstem that can

transmit color video imagerv in real-time,

over standard VHF line-of-sight radios. The

system is based on commercial, off-the-shelf

computer and video technology. The trans-

ceiver system itself is borrowed from an

existing US fumy downlink unit utilized on

pilot-less UAV reconnaissance drones. The

Pioneer system, integrated with an encryptic

guard, is compact (about the size of desktop

computer) and encompasses a four foot dish

antenna. The dish antenna is flexible

enough to be setup at a ground based Tacti-

cal Support Center (TSC), onboard ship or

remotely on the battle field. As for the

future of electro-optical systems and the

overland mission, EOS P-3 continue to be

utilized in the current on-going operations

in Bosnia and the Adriatic as well as partici-

pating in various amphibious exercises. As

the CDU and AIP programs get underway,

additional aircraft will be prepared to main-

tain a ready status towards future conflicts

where the unique capabilities of the over-

land surveillance P-3 Orions are needed.*

CLUSTER RAilGER
A stabilized optic / gimbal mirrored electro-optical system developed by

NAWC Warminster specifically for maritime patrol applications. The system

works by light from the target entering the aircraft's optical window (modi-

fied flat to optical quality) and being

reflected into a 70 inch mirror - down to

another mirror set at 45 degrees that redi-

rects the Iight into a prism splitting the

light between a dual field video acquisition

camera and a 70 inch focal length tele-

scope. The light is then reflected again

onto a video camera to produce high-reso-

lution color imagery on video tape or film.

Cluster Ranger installations on the P-3

includes the operator station in the star-

board side aft observer's station with the

optical sub-system positioned in the port-

side aft observer's station window (modi-

fied flat) on the prototype / CDU test air-

craft and the optical sub-system located in the P-3C's TACCO station window
(modified flat) on the production CDU aircraft and the funded AIP program

aircraft. (these EoS systems are designed as a roll-on / roll-offpackage that

takes three hours to install).

GAST GLANCE

A gyro-stabilized optical / gimbaled mirror electro-optical system devel-

oped by the Pacific Missile Test Center - Point Mugu, California. The system

works by light from the target entering through the aircrafts window (modi-

fied flat to optical quality) into an optical

box. The light is then reflected down

through the optical box and into an 80

inch focal length telescope to be redirected

again onto the wide field of view of a video

camera to provide high-resolution black

and white imagery. Installations of the sys-

tem into the P-3 includes the operators sta-

tion positioned in the forward and aft star-

bard side observer's station on NAWC

Point Mugu NP-3D range test aircraft and

in the portside aft observer's station on

USN fleet P-3C being utilized in the Adri-

atic. Optimal operation provides for the

EOS system to be located forward of the wing - staying clear of the engine

exhaust. The current configuration requires the engine loitering for clear

vlewmg.
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Gneece JotNs Wonlo WtoE P-3 FnmERNtry
Refurbished P-3Bs Delivered to Hellenic Navy
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Two refurbished P-3B Orions have been delivered to

Greece as of June this year, and four more will follow. Further

delivery is scheduled for one per month in August and Septem-

ber, and in February and March \997 for a total of six opera-

tional aircraft. In addition, the Hellenic Nury has receive four
P-3As for ground trainers and spare parts. The P-3 acquisition

is an exchange for base rights, stemming from a 1990 defense

co-operation agreement between the US and the Greek govern-

ments, allowing for the retention of the military base at Souda

Bay, Crete, and a number of existing communications sites

throughout the country. The Orions replace the Hellenic

Navy's ageing fleet of HU-16 Albatross amphibiotrs seaplanes.

The Greek P-3s are similar to light weight TACNAVMOD

P-3Bs used by the Navy Reserve. The aircraft are being pre-

pared by Ray.theon E-Systems of Waco, Texas via a contract

which allows the company to augment the NADEPs, the Nary's

maintenance depots. Raytheon E-Systems will perform phased

depot level maintenance, airframe rework and facilitate the

overhaul of the engines and landinggear. This includes inspec-

tions of the airframes with emphasis on corrosion control.

The interior of the Orions are being fitted with new wall

coverings (as required), curtains, floor boards and equipment

bay doors. The overall habitability is also being enhanced by

refurbishment of the galley table and bench. A standard all-

gray tactical paint scheme with darker Hellenic Nury markings

is being applied.

The first finished P-3B was rolled out on 22May 1996.

The four P-3As were delivered last year. TWo willbe used for
ground maintenance training and two will be disassembled by

Hellenic Aerospace at Thnagra, Greece, for spare parts.

The Orions will be operated by No. 353 Squadron, under

the ll2 Wing at Elefsis Air Base located northwest of Athens.

Hellenic Air Force pilots will do the flying, while the tactical

compartment will be manned by Hellenic Naly personnel.
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be boarded and searched or diverted to an Italian port for

inspection. By mission's end, patrol aircraft had screened and

queried 54,600 vessels.

P-3C Orions and the other Maritime Patrol Aircraft proved

vital to Sharp Guard's success by providing extended radar

horizons, antisubmarine warfare support, anti-surface capabili-

ty, and armed deterrence. 'tMhile the ships were involved with

boarding and searching vessel, patrol aircraft kept a constant

watch over all shipping in the busy straits of Otranto. Over the

course of the operation there were several ships which overtly

attempted to violate the embargo and were successfuliy coun-

tered by the allied effort.

"success stories like Sharp Guard further highlight NAIO's

ability to not only contain an armed conflict, but to create a

solid foundation for peace," said RADM Ryan. "The profes-

sionalism and enthusiasm of the people who participated in

Operation Sharp Guard will continue to add strength and expe-

rience to the NATO alliance for years to come." he said.

- LCDR Brr.r. SperuN *

TOMAHAWK TELEMETRY
UPGRADE

As defense budget restraints continue, many military pro-

gram managers have become experts at making do with less.

This is the case at the Naval Air Warfare Center - Point Mugu,

Calif. NAWC completed modification of two NP-3D Orions,

which enables them to act as command and control platforms

for the Tomahawk tactical land attack missile (TLAM) test pro-

gram at remote ranges worldwide. Costly ground control sta-

tions can be eliminated.

The Tomahawk telemetry upgrade will be applied to the

existing telemetry systems on board two Point Mugu NP-3D

Orions, 150521 and 150522. These ancraft, equipped with

telemetry phased array antennas housed in horizontal exten-

sions of the Orion's vertical stabilizer, support a number of
missile test programs that include Harpoon, Trident and Peace-

keeper missiles. The aircraft can receive and track up to five

missile telemetries simultaneously and down-link the data if
desired. The new upgrade, an addition to the existing aircraft

capabilities, provides for the command and control center to be

located on board the aircraft, by incorporation of the mission

test director, test conductor and data analyst.

The upgrade program consists of a number of hardware

and software developments as well as structural and interior

mechanical fabrications made to the avcraft. These include

four commercial grade 486 computers, four serial data boards,

four l7-inch situational displays and digital control-room-

compatible data displays. Additionally, two new Mk 12, six-

teen-channel thermal data recorders referred to as "strip

charts," have been installed as well as telemetry related hardware

and a 486 computer-base mobile track system. It should be

noted that the technical requirements and funding limitations

were considerations in the equipment selections and overall

system design.

The way it works is, the missile's telemetry data and posi-

tioning information is received by the aircraft's phased array

"billboard" antenna. The data is processed and input to the

Tomahawk thermal strip chart display for analysis and passed to

the 486 computer display through software interfaces, to be dis-

played along with tracking information. The data base includes

a variety of range boundary and world maps scaled to the geo-

graphic regions where the test is being conducted.

The installation and integration of the system onto the

NAWC Orions by NAWC Pt. Mugu Weapons Division and a

support contractor, was accomplished within ayear of funding.

The first aircrafthas already provided mission support to Tom-

ahawk tests in California, and the second aircraft has supported

tests in Florida.

In the future, further improvements to the Tomahawk

upgrade are planned, adding high power command/destruct

signal transmitters (currently housed aboard chase aircraft) and

an improved mission communications capability.

- Davro RespE *
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